## Technical Delegate’s Report

The following parts have been replaced during the Parc Fermé yesterday and today:

**Mercedes:**

Car 44: RHS fuel hatch QD assembly  
RHS front bulkhead bracket

**Alpine Renault:**

Car 31: LHS and RHS front wing flap adjuster detent springs  
Car 10: LHS sidepod

**Haas Ferrari:**

Car 27: RHS front upper wishbone outboard shroud

**Williams Mercedes:**

Car 23: RHS rear inboard brake duct donut  
Car 02: LHS rear brake caliper tomb cover  
RHS front brake duct nozzle

All above parts have been replaced with the approval of the FIA technical delegate following a written request from the team concerned, this being in accordance with Article 40.3 of the 2023 Formula 1 Regulations.
One Sporting Regulations.

Jo Bauer

The FIA Formula One Technical Delegate